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How to Create Successful Bonus Plans
If you manage people, you need to know how to pay them. Bonus plans are an essential part of

that function.
Good bonus plans motivate staff members to improve their performance. They reduce the

pressure on you to increase staff pay as your employees can generate their own pay increases, on
their own. Best of all, bonus plans increase your production, income and profit.

Follow the steps in this guideline and your bonus plans will work!

Seven Rules for Bonus Plans
1. The bonus must be based on a physical, numerical, measurable, statistical fact. 

For example, "Income" or "New Patients" is easy to measure, but "Really Nice to Patients" is not
easy to measure. 

2. The recipient of the bonus must be in control of the statistic. 
For example, an associate doctor can control his or her own "Production" statistic, but cannot

control "Collections Percentage." A marketing manager can control "New Patients" but not "Treatment
Plans Begun."

3. To motivate your staff, the bonus plan must give as close to "instant gratification" as
possible. 

For example, when staff have to wait until the end of the year before getting their bonus, they do
not think about it until late November, if at all. Monthly bonus plans may not be interesting to certain
staff until the 25th of the month. At that point, they may decide it's too difficult to earn the bonus and
won't try. 

The ideal bonus plan would pay the bonus within a few minutes of the accomplishment!
However, most staff are motivated by a weekly bonus plan, especially if they get the cash on Friday
night or Monday morning.

4. The bonus plan must be profitable.
If you lose money or break even when you pay a bonus, you will not be excited by the plan. You

will not remind the employee about the bonus very often.
If, however, your pay goes up when the staff member earns his or her bonus, you'll be more

likely to bring it up and pay it out!

5. The bonus plan must be in writing.
A verbal bonus plan changes in people's minds. A written bonus plan can be read over and over

and it never changes. It also helps the staff plan how they can earn bonuses.
When trying out a new bonus plan, include a note that it's subject to change after two months.

You can then adjust the plan, as needed.

6. You must put attention on the bonus plan.
If you and the staff member ignores the bonus plan, it will do no good. If however, you bring it

up and help the staff member earn bonuses, everyone wins!
"So how many new patients do we have scheduled for this week? Just eight? How can you get

at least three more so you get a bonus? Even better would be six more so you can get a $100 bonus.
Could you use the cash? Okay, so how can you get six more in here? Great plan! Let me know if I can
help."
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7. Always keep your word.
If you promise to pay a bonus, but then you regret how you set it up, you must pay it anyway. 
For example, you upgrade your website and it suddenly generates five more new patients per

week. Your front-desk manager then earns a big bonus, as a result. You must happily pay it and then
change the bonus plan, if necessary.

If the staff member works very hard and almost earns a bonus, and you feel like giving the
bonus anyway, do not pay it.

To be an effective leader, you need respect and trust. You earn both when you keep your
agreements.

Five Steps for Setting Up Great Bonus Plans
A good bonus gets you support on your priorities while improving staff member performance.
For example, a receptionist has 50 duties, but you decide scheduling new patients is the most

important of all. Your receptionist silently disagrees as more new patients means more chaos.
Yet as soon as you back up your priority with a little cash, the new patients statistic jumps! 
Use these five steps to quickly invent a bonus plan that works for your practice.

1. Calculate the average statistic and add 5 to 15 percent. For example, you currently average 35 new
patients per month. So the bonus plan will kick in after 37 new patients in a month.
2. Determine a bonus amount that gets your employee’s attention without hurting your profit.
3. Put the bonus plan in writing. Start with a trial period of 1-3 months.
4. Explain the new bonus plan and show the potential. “For every new patient you schedule over 37 per
month, you get $30. So if you schedule and get in 50 new patients this month, you get a $390 bonus!”
5. After the trial period, review the results. If the bonus plan works, meaning the employee boosts the
statistic and earns some bonus pay, keep it going! If the plan does not work, cancel it and start over.

Three Examples
1. Marketing Manager
Statistic: Weekly New Patients
Details: The practice has been averaging 10 new patients per week. Therefore, the Marketing Manager
will receive a bonus of $20 for each new patient that exceeds 10 per week.

2. Collections Assistant
Statistic: Weekly Over-the-counter Income
Details: Collecting payments from patients for their portions (co-payments, deductibles, non-covered
services, private pay patients and so on).

Weekly OTC Weekly Bonus
Less than $2000 $0
$2000-2499 $20
$2500-$2999 $40
$3000-$3499 $60
$3500 and up 2.5%

3. Front-desk Manager
Statistic: Production
Details: Scheduling patients for maximum office production is a skill worth rewarding. Current average
production is $20,000 per week. The front-desk manager bonus is 2% of the production that exceeds
$20,000. For example, if the weekly production is $25,000, the bonus is 2% of the amount above
$20,000 or $5,000; 2% of $5000 is $100. If the production is less than $20,000, there is no bonus. As
another example, if the weekly production is $28,000, the bonus is $160.
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Sample Bonus-plan Writeup for an Office Manager

Date: September 1, 2012
To: Office Manager
CC: Finance Manager
Re: Office Manager Bonus Plan

Over the past six months, collections average $71,200 per month. Office Manager Jill Smith can
increase this statistic with efficient patient scheduling, excellent patient service, thorough staff training,
good organization and intelligent collection practices. 

To reward Jill for her performance, she will receive the following bonus pay:

Monthly Collections Monthly Bonus Amount
$75,000 $500
$80,000 $600
$85,000 $700
$90,000 $800
$95,000 $900
$100,000 $1000

This bonus plan will be in effect for September, October and November. I will review the results at the
end of November and either change this bonus plan or extend it.

I hope to pay a lot of bonus pay to Jill each month!

Sincerely, Dr. Jones

For More Help and Assistance
As a “Tips and Ideas” subscriber, you can receive free one-on-one assistance with your bonus

plans or other practice issues, by telephone, at no charge.
During the call, you will not be asked to buy anything as we prefer to let our service excellence

do the selling for us. We will spend most of the time asking you questions so we can end the call with
our very best advice and step-by-step recommendations. You can then put our ideas to work to see the
improvement and benefits for yourself.

For more information, go to www.exectechweb.com/telephone-consultation or contact the
ExecTech office nearest you.
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